For Immediate Release

KINBER ANNOUNCES JOSH LINKNER AS KEYNOTE SPEAKER FOR KINBERCON 2024


Linkner is an innovation keynote speaker, New York Times bestselling author, successful five-time entrepreneur, venture capitalist, national columnist and well-respected jazz musician who blends deep, real-world experience with a compelling stage presence to help professionals and organizations thrive.

His inspiring and actionable keynotes blend energizing, result-focused and impactful messages that move audiences to action by offering substantial and effective approaches to driving better business outcomes. Combining personal stories, visuals and foolproof business tactics, Linkner inspires his audiences to jumpstart their creative energy and solve challenges in fresh, creative ways.

KINBERCON is the premier event that brings together a cross section of leaders looking to explore the impact of digital technology in today's society. From cybersecurity, broadband access, AI capabilities and more, KINBERCON provides the opportunity for attendees to develop the tools and strategies needed to make digital technology more inclusive in their businesses, educational centers and communities.

To learn more about KINBERCON, the keynote speaker, sponsorship opportunities and registration details, visit: kinbercon.org.
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